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Abstract: Machine translation of patent documents is very important from a practical point of view. One of the key technologies for improving machine translation quality is the utilization of syntax. It is difficult to select the appropriate parser for English to Japanese patent machine translation because the effects of each parser on patent translation are not clear. This paper provides an empirical comparative evaluation of several state-of-the-art parsers for English, focusing on the effects on patent machine translation from English to Japanese. We add syntax to a method that constrains the reordering of noun phrases for phrase-based statistical machine translation. There are two methods for obtaining the noun phrases from input sentences: 1) an input sentence is directly parsed by a parser and 2) noun phrases from an input sentence are determined by a method using the parsing results of the context document that contains the input sentence. We measured how much each parser contributed to improving the translation quality for each of the two methods and how much a combination of parsers contributed to improving the translation quality for the second method. We conducted experiments using the NTCIR-8 patent translation task dataset. Most of the parsers improved translation quality. Combinations of parsers using the method based on context documents achieved the best translation quality.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, demands for patent machine translation have increased. With globalization comes an increase in the need for the international circulation of patent documents. It is, therefore, important to improve the quality of machine translation of patent sentences. Word ordering is the main issue in statistical machine translation of long patent sentences between language pairs with widely different word orders, such as English-Japanese. One of the key technologies for improving translation quality is the utilization of syntax to determine proper word order. The syntax of an input sentence is considered useful in determining the word order of a translated sentence. It is difficult to select the appropriate parser for patent translation. There are mainly two reasons:

- Parsing is a difficult task, and several methods have been proposed in recent years. There are probabilistic CFG-based parsers [3], [5], [13], [29], dependency parsers [20], [25], and an HPSG-based parser [22].

- The effects of each parser on patent translation are not clear in the commonly used evaluations of parsers. Most state-of-the-art parsers for English were trained with the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) from the Penn Treebank corpus. Such parsers were evaluated by measuring bracketing precision and recall of the output using the WSJ from the Penn Treebank corpus. From the evaluation, it is not clear how well these models work in other domains such as the patent domain.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior study has compared the effects of parsers on patent machine translation. One study examined the relation between parse accuracy and translation quality [31]. This showed the relationship between a parser’s training data size and the translation quality. They did not compare parsers, nor did they use a patent corpus. Studies have also been done on the relationship between four parsers and translation quality [37], and on the use of the four parsers in combination and translation quality [34] for string-to-tree based statistical machine translation. These studies did not use a patent corpus, and only evaluated probabilistic CFG-based parsers. They used target side syntax and did not use source side syntax. There is a study that empirically compared parsers [21] based on a task-oriented evaluation. This study compared parsers based on the accuracy of identifying protein-protein interaction by using parser output as features for machine learning models. It did not evaluate parsers for patent machine translation.

In this paper, we compare the effects of several state-of-the-art parsers on patent machine translation. This research reveals how effective each parser is in patent machine translation.

There are statistical machine translation methods that use input sentence syntax: reordering constraint methods [4], [19], [27], [35], [36], tree-to-string methods [12], [16], and tree-to-tree methods[6], [17], [38]. In this study, we use a reordering constraint method which directly controls word order using the syntax of an input sentence for phrase-based statistical machine translation, one of the widely used statistical translation methods. The syntax structure is obtained using each parser to be com-
pared. We evaluate the effects of each parser on patent machine translation by evaluating patent machine translation quality.

Moreover, we apply a method that used parsed context documents containing the input sentence to determine the noun phrases in the input sentence [27]. Our results show how effective their method was with each parser and combination of parsers.

The main contributions of this paper are:

Novelty This paper is novel in that it gives data that provides new findings. Until now, there had been no patent machine translation research substantiating and comparing the effectiveness of parsers on patent machine translation. There had also not been research investigating the accuracy of parsers on patent sentences. As a result, up to now, the effectiveness of each of the well-known publicly available parsers on patent machine translation was unknown. Our research results are on this point of uncertainty.

Effectiveness Because our substantive research used well-known, publicly available parsers and a machine translation system, people who need patent machine translation can easily utilize the findings from our results. As there is a significant practical need in industry for patent machine translation, knowledge contributing on patent machine translation can have a large impact on industry.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we show the six parsers that we compared. In Section 3, we explain the method of comparison. In Section 4, we discuss the experiment results from the NTCIR-8 patent translation task data. In Section 5, we conclude this paper.

2. Parsers

We focused on seven well-known publicly available parsers. The parsers are categorized by method into three groups: probabilistic CFG parser, dependency parser, and HPSG parser.

2.1 Probabilistic CFG Parser

Owing to Penn Treebank [18], there has been a lot of research into parsers based on probabilistic CFG that output phrase structures. Figure 1 shows an example of a phrase structure. The ways to parameterize the probabilistic models vary. In this research, we used the following four parsers:

COLLINS Collins’ parser [5]. The parser uses a lexicalized probabilistic CFG model. The tool includes three models: model 1, 2, and 3. Model 1 is the base model, model 2 adds a complement/adjunct distinction, and model 3 adds a wh-movement model on top of that. We used model 3. Since the tool did not include a POS tagger function, we used Tsuruoka’s English POS tagger [32] to obtain part-of-speech.

CHARNIAK Charniak’s parser [3]. The parser uses a lexicalized probabilistic CFG model. The model is based on the principle of maximum entropy.

STANFORD Stanford’s parser [13]. The parser uses an unlexicalized probabilistic CFG model. We used version 1.6.5.

BERKELEY Berkeley’s parser [29]. The parser uses an unlexicalized probabilistic CFG model using latent variables that refine each non-terminal node. We used release 1.1.

2.2 Dependency Parser

Owing to the CoNLL shared tasks [1], [26], research into dependency parsing have been active. Dependency structure is a tree structure in which a node is a word and an edge is the relation between a parent node and a child node. A child node modifies its parent node. Figure 2 shows an example of a dependency tree structure. In this research, we used the following two parsers:

MST MacDonald and Pereira’s parser [20]. Projective dependency parsing is based on Eisner’s algorithm [9]. We used version 0.4.3b. The tool did not contain a model. We built a model using WSJ section 2 to 21 from Penn Treebank. We used the default settings (the first order model) for the parser. Since the tool did not include a POS tagger function, we used Tsuruoka’s English POS tagger [32] to obtain part-of-speech.

MALT MaltParser [25]. This parser is an implementation of inductive dependency parsing with deterministic parsing algorithms. We used version 1.6.1. Since the tool did not include a POS tagger function, we used Tsuruoka’s English POS tagger [32] to obtain part-of-speech. We call the case using a model published on the MaltParser Web page ≡ MALT. We used the model of SVMs with a polynomial kernel for the classification for MALT.

In addition, to enable a fair comparison of the algorithms between MaltParser and MST, we built a model using WSJ section 2 to 21 from Penn Treebank, which is the same data we used to build the MST model. We used the default settings for this train: namely Nivre’s algorithm [24] and the SVM model was used for the parser. We call this case using

Collins’ parser outputs noun phrase (NP) structures that includes periods and commas following noun phrases. We tested not only the original parsing results but also the modified parsing results that periods and commas at the end of NP structures were excluded from the NP structures. We call the modified case COLLINS (modify).
the newly trained model MALT (train).

2.3 HPSG Parser

There is a parser based on the HPSG [30] theory. HPSG-based parsers analyze not only phrase structure but also deeper structures, such as the arguments of a predicate, simultaneously. We used only the phrase structures of the parsing results. In this research, we used the following parser:

ENJU: An HPSG parser [22]. It consists of an HPSG grammar extracted from the Penn Treebank, and a maximum entropy model trained with an HPSG Treebank derived from the Penn Treebank. We used version 2.3.1.

3. Comparison Methodology

We compared parsers based on the translation quality of patent sentences translated by a phrase-based statistical machine translation with reordering constraints using syntax of input sentences. We translated from English to Japanese, whose word orders are widely different. In translation between languages with widely different word orders, it is difficult to assign the proper word order, especially with long input sentences. Input sentence syntax is useful in deciding a word order for the translated sentence. We parsed the input sentence and constrained the word order using these parsed results. The translation quality was measured using the 4-gram BLEU [28] scores, the NIST [7] scores, and the WER [23] values. For BLEU and NIST, a larger value is better. For WER, a smaller value is better. There is a method that determines the noun phrases (NPs) in an input sentence by using the parsing results of the context document that contains the input sentence. We applied this method and compared parsers based on the translation quality. We also examined the effects of this method on each parser and combinations of parsers.

First, we show the issue of patent translation. Next, we explain the methods that deal with the issue by constraining reordering using syntax of input sentences. Finally, we explain the method that estimates noun phrases using context documents.

3.1 Patent Translation

In this research, we focused on the translation of patent sentences. Patent sentence translation is difficult and the main reason for this is that patent sentences are long. As shown in Table 1, patent sentences are longer than those in other domains. In general, longer sentences cause an explosion of reordering combinations and degrade translation quality.

When we translate between languages with similar word orders, we can prevent the loss of translation quality by using distortion limits that constrain word reordering in phrase-based statistical machine translation. However, in translation between language pairs with widely different word orders, such as English-Japanese, long-distance word reordering is required when an input sentence is long. Therefore, when an input sentence for translation is long, the word order possibilities are large. This leads to difficulty in determining the proper word reordering.

Below is an example of translation by our baseline system without using syntax. This example shows how a failure of word order affects the overall translation quality. Table 2 gives the meanings of the expressions in the Baseline Output.

**Input sentence**

a rotational position-detecting device 3 that is constructed of a resolver or a rotary encoder is mounted on a shaft of a rotor, not shown, of the electric motor 1.

**Baseline Output**

電動機 1 の 回転 位置 検出 装置 3、 図示 しない ロータ の 軸 に 装着 された ロータリー エンコーダ や レゾルバ の で 構成 される。

The bolded section of the input sentence was translated into two separated parts, in Gothic, in the baseline output. The bolded section of the input sentence refers to a single apparatus. Thus, if the expression is translated as two separate expressions, the original meaning cannot be understood and is lost.

3.2 Reordering Constraint for Phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation

To address this word reordering issue, it is important to utilize syntax to improve word order quality. The syntax of an input sentence is considered useful to determine the word order of a translated sentence. There are methods that use input sentence syntax: reordering constraint methods [4], [19], [27], [35], [36], tree-to-string methods [12], [16], and tree-to-tree methods [6], [17], [38]. In this research, we focused on a reordering constraint method. Reordering constraint methods directly control word order using the syntax of an input sentence. We investigated the effects of parsers on a phrase-based statistical machine translation with reordering constraints. While it would have been interesting to compare the effects of parsers for other methods, we decided it was something to be considered for future work.

Using the aforementioned example, a reordering constraint that translates the bold section of the input sentence into one block reduces incorrect word ordering and improves translation quality. For this research, we used parsers to obtain the syntax structures in input sentences, and constrained reordering to translate a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Sentence length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Meanings of expressions in the Baseline Output in order of the output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressions in the output</th>
<th>Meanings in English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 回転 位置 検出 装置 3</td>
<td>a rotational position-detecting device 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>図示 しない</td>
<td>not shown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ロータ の 軸 に 装着 された</td>
<td>mounted on a shaft of a rotor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ロータリー エンコーダ や レゾルバ の で 構成 される</td>
<td>is constructed of a resolver or a rotary encoder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mechanism of the zone constraint

Here, we explain the mechanism of the zone constraint in detail. Phrase-based SMT generates a translation sentence by sequencing phrases from beginning of a sentence to the end. Once a word in a zone has been translated, any translation that comes next is restricted: that is, none of the words outside the zone can be translated until all the words inside the zone are translated. There is an exception: when a phrase includes words both inside and outside the zone, all the words inside the zone will be translated by translating the phrase, the phrase can be used to translate (words inside and outside the zone are simultaneously translated). This restriction makes the translation of an expression covered by a zone into a contiguous sequence of translated phrases in the target language. An example is shown in Fig. 3, in which $e_i$ is an English word, $s_i$ is an English phrase, $j_i$ is a Japanese word, and $t_i$ is a Japanese phrase. Figure 3 represents a situation in which $t_1$ and $t_2$ have been decided and $t_3$ is being selected. At this time, since $e_t$ (inside a zone) has been translated, $e_t$ outside the zone is not translated until the remaining $e_3$ and $e_5$ in the zone are translated. Therefore, in Fig. 3, English phrase candidates corresponding to $t_3$ are the phrases with $\circ$, not the phrases with $\times$. Since phrases crossing zone spans are used for translation (e.g., phrase $s_3$ in Fig. 3), phrases used to translate an input sentence with zone tags are the same as a case without zone tags. The difference between with and without zone tags is the presence or absence of phrase order restriction.

3.3 Using Context Documents

Onishi et al. [27] proposed a method that did not use the noun phrases obtained by parsing an input sentence directly, but instead used the noun phrases determined by using the parsing results of a context document, a document that contains an input sentence. This method can determine noun phrases by considering document-level consistency. We explain this method using Fig. 5. The numbers in parentheses in Fig. 5 correspond to the following numbers. The method is as follows:

1. The method parses a context document containing an input sentence.
2. The method extracts all noun phrases from the parsing results.
3. The method ranks the noun phrases based on a C-value [10] that gives high rank to phrases with high termhood from nested candidates.
4. The method searches the list of noun phrases (in order of rank) for expressions that appear in the input sentence and determines the searched expression to be a noun phrase if the expression does not conflict with existing noun phrases.
5. The method adds zone tags which cover the noun phrases.

The C-value of a phrase $p$ is expressed in the following equation:

$$C-value(p) = \begin{cases} (l(p)−1)n(p) & (|Q| = 0) \\ (l(p)−1)(n(p)−\frac{n(p)}{|Q|}) & (|Q| > 0) \end{cases}$$

where $l(p)$ is the length of a phrase $p$, $n(p)$ is the frequency of $p$ in a document, $Q$ is the set of phrases that contain $p$ as a subphrase and appear in the document.

Onishi et al. [27] proposed a method that did not use the noun phrases obtained by parsing an input sentence directly, but instead used the noun phrases determined by using the parsing results of a context document, a document that contains an input sentence. This method can determine noun phrases by considering document-level consistency. We explain this method using Fig. 5. The numbers in parentheses in Fig. 5 correspond to the following numbers. The method is as follows:

1. The method parses a context document containing an input sentence.
2. The method extracts all noun phrases from the parsing results.
3. The method ranks the noun phrases based on a C-value [10] that gives high rank to phrases with high termhood from nested candidates.
4. The method searches the list of noun phrases (in order of rank) for expressions that appear in the input sentence and determines the searched expression to be a noun phrase if the expression does not conflict with existing noun phrases.
5. The method adds zone tags which cover the noun phrases.

The C-value of a phrase $p$ is expressed in the following equation:

$$C-value(p) = \begin{cases} (l(p)−1)n(p) & (|Q| = 0) \\ (l(p)−1)(n(p)−\frac{n(p)}{|Q|}) & (|Q| > 0) \end{cases}$$

where $l(p)$ is the length of a phrase $p$, $n(p)$ is the frequency of $p$ in a document, $Q$ is the set of phrases that contain $p$ as a subphrase and appear in the document.

### Zone for dependency structure

Dependency structures do not explicitly express noun phrases. We regarded a subtree whose root node is a noun as a noun phrase. A “subtree” consists of a node and all of its descendent nodes. Figure 4 shows an example of noun phrases extracted from a dependency structure.
Onishi et al. [27] pointed out that since phrases with large C-values frequently occur in a context document, these phrases are considered a significant unit, i.e., a part of the invention, and are assumed to be translated as single blocks.

3.4 Parser Combination Using Context Documents

We used a combination of parsers in which one parser parsed a context document while another parser parsed the same context document. We used the two documents that had been parsed as parsed context documents and extracted noun phrases from them. The subsequent processes are the same as the processes (3) to (5) described in Section 3.3.

4. Experiment

We conducted English to Japanese patent translation experiments using the NTCIR-8 patent translation task data [11]. This data set consists of approximately 3.2 million English-Japanese sentence pairs, development data of 2,000 sentence pairs, and test data of 1,119 sentences and their single reference data, as shown in Table 3. Furthermore, this dataset contains the patent specifications from which the test sentences were extracted. We used these patent specifications as context documents.

We used the same SMT model (i.e., the same phrase table, the same reordering model, the same language model, and the same feature weight) for all the experiments. No zone tags were used in the training. The only difference is the presence or absence of zone tags or the different zone tags in the input sentences. The SMT model is shown as baseline system in the next subsection.

4.1 Baseline

We used Moses for the machine translation system. The following settings were used:

- GIZA++ and grow-diag-final-and heuristics,
- 5-gram language model with interpolated modified Kneser-Ney discounting,
- msd-bidirectional-fe lexicalized reordering,
- distortion-limit = −1 (unlimited).

The feature weights were tuned by minimum error rate training using the development data.

4.2 Experiment 1

We evaluated parsers based on the effects of the reordering constraints where the parsing results of the test sentences were directly used. We parsed the test sentences using each parser and annotated the zone tags that cover noun phrases as described at Section 3.2.

Results and discussion

Table 4 gives the results of the translations using the reordering constraint of zone tags covering the noun phrases obtained directly by the parsers. “Baseline” indicates the result that did not use a parser and zone tags.

All of the parsers except for COLLINS without modification of output had improved the three automatic values over the baseline automatic values. From these results, it can be seen that all of the seven parsers COLLINS (modify), CHARNIAK, STANFORD, BERKELEY, MST, MALT (train), and ENJU were effective for...
Table 4 Comparison between parsers based on the effects of reordering constraints using the parsing results of test data. “Improvements” shows the improvements from Baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BLEU Score</th>
<th>Improvements</th>
<th>NIST Score</th>
<th>Improvements</th>
<th>WER Rate</th>
<th>Improvements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>38.42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.117</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7105</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLINS</td>
<td>36.97</td>
<td>-1.45**</td>
<td>8.021</td>
<td>-0.097</td>
<td>0.7159</td>
<td>-0.0054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLINS (modify)</td>
<td>39.19</td>
<td>0.77**</td>
<td>8.180</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.6824</td>
<td>0.0281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARNIKA</td>
<td>39.24</td>
<td>0.82**</td>
<td>8.185</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.6727</td>
<td>0.0378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANFORD</td>
<td>39.56</td>
<td>1.14**</td>
<td>8.208</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.6703</td>
<td>0.0402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERKELEY</td>
<td>39.60</td>
<td>1.18**</td>
<td>8.224</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.6684</td>
<td>0.0421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST</td>
<td>39.45</td>
<td>1.03**</td>
<td>8.201</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.6763</td>
<td>0.0342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALT</td>
<td>38.60</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>8.150</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.6832</td>
<td>0.0273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALT (train)</td>
<td>39.27</td>
<td>0.85**</td>
<td>8.204</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.6828</td>
<td>0.0277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENJU</td>
<td>39.37</td>
<td>0.95**</td>
<td>8.192</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.6675</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Input: 
\( (z_1) \) 
\( (z_2) \) 

Reference: 
\( (r_1) \) 
\( (r_2) \) 

Output: 
\( (z_1) \) 
\( (z_2) \) 

Fig. 6 Example of a parsing error that caused a translation error. Zone tags are represented by “[“ and “]”.

We evaluated parsers based on the effects of the reordering constraints where noun phrases were determined using the parsed context documents as described in Section 3.3. We call the method using the parsed context documents “the with-context method,” and we call the method using parsing results of the input sentences directly “the without-context method.” We also evaluated the effect of the with-context method for each parser. We also evaluated parser combinations based on the effects of the reordering constraints where noun phrases were determined using the parsed context documents that were parsed by two parsers as described in Section 3.4.

For this experiment, we used the noun phrases from a context patent machine translation.

We checked for what kind of parsing errors caused the translation errors. When a sequential expression in the source language has to be separated into two parts in the target language, if the sequential expression is analyzed as one zone due to parsing errors, words outside the zone cannot be inserted into the translation of the sequential expression. In other words, a correct word order cannot be selected if such parsing errors occur. An example of such parsing errors is shown in Fig. 6. Each part of the input and the reference of \( r_1 \), \( r_2 \), and \( r_3 \) corresponds. Each part of the input and the output of \( z_1 \) and \( z_2 \) corresponds. Because \( z_1 \) is a zone, the translation of \( z_2 \) could not be inserted into the translation of \( z_1 \). This caused a word order error.

We investigated what caused the degradation of the COLLINS results. The Collins’ parser output NP structures that included periods and commas following noun phrases. For example, “There is a cat.” was analyzed as “There is (NP a cat .).” This was the reason for the degradation. English word order is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO), so sometimes there is an NP at the end of a sentence in English. In contrast, Japanese word order is Subject-Object-Verb (SOV), so an NP is usually not placed at the end of a sentence in Japanese. If a zone includes an NP in English and a period following the NP, a Japanese verb cannot be inserted between the translation of the NP and the translation of the period because the two translations must be contiguous by the zone constraint. What this means is that correct word order cannot be selected due to the zone constraint. We therefore conducted an experiment using the modified NP structures that periods and commas at the end of NP structures were excluded for the Collins’ parser. COLLINS (modify) is the modified results of the Collins’ parser.

The comparison results of the parsers based on the values of the three automatic measures (BLEU, NIST, and WER) were roughly the same. BERKELEY was the best for all automatic measures. We calculated a statistical significance test for the differences of the BLEU scores. The “**” mark of the BLEU score differences in Table 4 and Table 5 denotes a statistical significant difference at the significance level of \( \alpha = 0.01 \) and the “*” mark of the BLEU score differences denotes a statistical significant difference at the significance level of \( \alpha = 0.05 \) according to the bootstrap resampling test [14].

The difference of BLEU scores between BERKELEY and the top parsers STANFORD, MST, MALT (train), and ENJU was not significant at \( \alpha = 0.05 \) and the difference between BERKELEY and CHARNIKA was significant at \( \alpha = 0.05 \). From these results, it can be seen that BERKELEY, STANFORD, MALT (train), and ENJU were especially effective for patent machine translation among the seven parsers when the noun phrases in an input sentence were obtained by parsing the input sentence directly.
document that had C-values greater than or equal to 1.0. Most of the noun phrases had C-values greater than 1.0.

**Results and discussion**

Table 5 gives the results of the translation using the reordering constraint of zone tags covering the noun phrases in the test data determined using parsed context documents and one parser.

All of the parsers except for COLLINS without modification of output had improved BLEU, NIST, and WER values over the Baseline in Table 4.

We also examined the effects of the with-context method. “Improvements” in Table 5 shows the improvements from the results in Table 4 of the without-context method. The BLEU scores of the with-context method were slightly higher than those of the without-context method for all of the parsers except for MALT (train). The NIST scores of the with-context method were slightly higher than those of the without-context method for all of the parsers except for MALT (train) and BERKELEY. However, WER values of the with-context method were slightly worse than those of the without-context method for all of the parsers except for COLLINS and COLLINS (modify). From these results, we can see that the with-context method slightly improved the BLEU scores but slightly degraded the WER values, and the difference of automatic scores between the results with context and the results without context is small. Therefore, the effect of the with-context method with one parser compared with the without-context method for translation quality is inconclusive.

Table 6 shows the translation results with reordering constraints using context documents parsed by two parsers. We used the top four parsers of the BLEU scores in Table 4, BERKELEY, STANFORD, MST, and ENJU for the parser combinations.

BLEU, NIST, and WER values in Table 6, except for the parser combinations including MST, are better than the single best values of the two parsers in Table 4 and Table 5.

The difference of the BLEU scores between the combination of BERKELEY and STANFORD with context, which achieved the best BLEU score and BERKELEY without context was significant at $\alpha = 0.05$. When comparing results, the difference between BERKELEY with context and BERKELEY without was not significant, whereas there was a significant difference between the combination of parsers with context and BERKELEY without context. The improvements of the parser combinations are not only the BLEU scores but also the NIST scores and the WER values. From these results, it can be seen that using context documents with a combination of parsers is effective for patent translation.

There are some disadvantages to the with-context method compared with the without-context method: 1) the range of application is smaller because the method needs context documents and 2) computational costs increase.

We manually compared whether the translation results of the BERKELEY and STANFORD combination, which got the best BLEU score, were better than the Baseline results. We conducted a human evaluation based on the pairwise comparison of sentence pairs for the translations of the 500 input sentences randomly selected in Section 4.4. BERKELEY and STANFORD was better for 211 sentences, Baseline was better for 89 sentences, and the remaining 200 sentences were the same or nearly equal quality. This shows that translation quality of BERKELEY and STANFORD is better than Baseline not only when gauged by automatic evaluation measures but also by human evaluation.

We investigated the causes of the degradation of the BERKELEY and STANFORD results compared with the Baseline results. Part of it was the parsing errors that caused translation errors, which are explained in Section 4.2, but there was more: due to the zone constraint, even if the parsing result was correct, the translation hypotheses that can be produced from combinations of phrases are different from those without zone constraints. Phrase-based SMT cannot search for the global optimal translation and so searches for a suboptimal translation using a beam search technique. If the producible translation hypotheses are changed, then the pruned translation hypotheses are changed during the translation process. As a result, the translation outputs from the translation hypotheses were sometimes incidentally worse than the
Baseline translation. In the 89 degraded sentences, 47 sentences included the parsing errors that caused translation errors. The cause of the degradation of the rest 42 sentences is thought to be incidental change.

4.4 Experiment 3

We investigated the relationship between parse accuracy and translation quality. The parse accuracy for patent sentences was unclear, so we did the following: 1) built an annotated corpus, 2) clarified the parse accuracy of the noun phrases for the patent corpus, and 3) checked the relationship between the parse accuracy and translation quality. We randomly selected 500 sentences from the test sentences and manually annotated them with noun phrase tags. We calculated the parse accuracy for noun phrases using the annotated corpus. Bracket accuracy was calculated using a bracket-scoring program named evalb.\(^2\)

Results and discussion

Table 7 shows the parse accuracy of noun phrases. In Table 7, the vertical category “without context” means without using context and “with context” means using context to determine noun phrases. “Cross brackets” shows the average number of cross brackets per sentence. “F-measure” shows the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The numbers in parentheses for precision and recall represent the concrete numbers of bracket pairs. The “Bracket precision” of “All NPs” shows the results for all NP structures. To calculate the Bracket precision of “Selected NPs,” we calculated the precision for all NP brackets except for those meeting the following two conditions: 1) they do not match any gold bracket pairs, and 2) are included in gold brackets with no embedded gold brackets. The with-context method often adds NP brackets in an NP structure. It is thought that NP brackets in gold NP brackets with no embedded gold brackets will not have any negative effect on the translation in most cases. We feel that precision calculated on the basis of Selected NPs is more meaningful in terms of translation quality than precision calculated on the basis of All NPs. We therefore calculated precision for not only All NPs but also Selected NPs.

First, we will focus on the Selected NPs Bracket F-measure of the “without context” category. In this category, a high F-measure of parse accuracy almost produces a high quality translation. BERKELEY’s F-measure was the highest and it also had the best BLEU score, NIST score, and WER value in Table 4.

Next, we focus on the difference between “without context” and “with context.” As shown in the results in Table 6, the with-context method using a parser combination improved translation quality. However, as shown in Table 7, the with-context method using a single parser did not improve the Selected NPs Bracket F-measure compared to the without-context method, which indicates that there must be an important factor other than the F-measure in translation quality.

We then examine the differences in Cross brackets. Shown in Table 7, the with-context method reduced the average number of Cross brackets compared to the number from the without-context method. In general, as the number of brackets reduces, the number of cross brackets also reduces. The Bracket recall of the with-context method using a single parser is lower than that of the without-context method in most cases. However, when the with-context method using a single parser is compared with the without-context method, the reduce rate of Cross brackets is larger than that of Bracket recall. This indicates that the with-context method using a single parser has an effect on reducing Cross brackets. In the case of the with-context method using a parser combination, the reduce rate of the Bracket recall from the

Table 7 Parse accuracy of noun phrases based on brackets in patent sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All NPs F-measure</th>
<th>Bracket precision</th>
<th>Selected NPs F-measure</th>
<th>Bracket precision</th>
<th>Bracket recall</th>
<th>Cross brackets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40.16</td>
<td>42.81 (1536/3858)</td>
<td>43.63</td>
<td>48.79 (1536/3418)</td>
<td>39.46 (1536/3893)</td>
<td>1.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63.69</td>
<td>67.96 (2333/3433)</td>
<td>67.95</td>
<td>78.45 (2333/2974)</td>
<td>59.93 (2333/3893)</td>
<td>0.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64.73</td>
<td>59.35 (2771/4669)</td>
<td>72.87</td>
<td>74.65 (2771/3712)</td>
<td>71.18 (2771/3893)</td>
<td>1.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67.26</td>
<td>61.05 (2915/4775)</td>
<td>74.79</td>
<td>74.71 (2915/3902)</td>
<td>74.88 (2915/3893)</td>
<td>1.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69.96</td>
<td>65.05 (2946/4529)</td>
<td>76.86</td>
<td>78.08 (2946/3773)</td>
<td>75.67 (2946/3893)</td>
<td>0.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51.09</td>
<td>56.61 (1812/3201)</td>
<td>55.00</td>
<td>67.21 (1812/2696)</td>
<td>46.55 (1812/3893)</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49.67</td>
<td>55.22 (1757/3182)</td>
<td>52.38</td>
<td>62.39 (1757/2816)</td>
<td>45.13 (1757/3893)</td>
<td>1.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50.19</td>
<td>57.09 (1743/3053)</td>
<td>53.20</td>
<td>65.53 (1743/2660)</td>
<td>44.77 (1743/3893)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62.21</td>
<td>69.03 (2204/3193)</td>
<td>64.31</td>
<td>74.43 (2204/2961)</td>
<td>56.61 (2204/3893)</td>
<td>0.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42.17</td>
<td>42.70 (1622/3799)</td>
<td>49.33</td>
<td>60.45 (1622/2683)</td>
<td>41.66 (1622/3893)</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53.44</td>
<td>54.97 (2024/3682)</td>
<td>62.74</td>
<td>79.09 (2024/2559)</td>
<td>51.99 (2024/3893)</td>
<td>0.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55.08</td>
<td>50.81 (2341/4607)</td>
<td>69.86</td>
<td>83.34 (2341/2809)</td>
<td>60.13 (2341/3893)</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57.07</td>
<td>52.48 (2435/4640)</td>
<td>71.13</td>
<td>82.43 (2435/2954)</td>
<td>62.55 (2435/3893)</td>
<td>0.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.99</td>
<td>53.06 (2396/4516)</td>
<td>70.96</td>
<td>83.78 (2396/2860)</td>
<td>61.55 (2396/3893)</td>
<td>0.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48.47</td>
<td>49.90 (1834/3675)</td>
<td>58.41</td>
<td>76.83 (1834/2387)</td>
<td>47.11 (1834/3893)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.30</td>
<td>50.78 (1592/3135)</td>
<td>53.67</td>
<td>78.08 (1592/2039)</td>
<td>40.89 (1592/3893)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47.66</td>
<td>50.92 (1744/3425)</td>
<td>55.97</td>
<td>74.56 (1744/2399)</td>
<td>44.80 (1744/3893)</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.14</td>
<td>60.18 (2048/3403)</td>
<td>64.07</td>
<td>81.92 (2048/2500)</td>
<td>52.61 (2048/3893)</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60.23</td>
<td>51.68 (2809/5435)</td>
<td>76.94</td>
<td>82.40 (2809/4509)</td>
<td>72.16 (2809/3893)</td>
<td>0.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.40</td>
<td>50.05 (2515/5025)</td>
<td>72.13</td>
<td>81.63 (2515/5081)</td>
<td>64.60 (2515/3893)</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59.32</td>
<td>52.67 (2643/5018)</td>
<td>74.43</td>
<td>82.36 (2643/5209)</td>
<td>67.89 (2643/3893)</td>
<td>0.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.44</td>
<td>49.49 (2556/5165)</td>
<td>72.42</td>
<td>80.73 (2556/5166)</td>
<td>65.66 (2556/3893)</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59.17</td>
<td>51.98 (2673/5142)</td>
<td>74.16</td>
<td>80.61 (2673/5316)</td>
<td>68.66 (2673/3893)</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54.61</td>
<td>51.97 (2240/4310)</td>
<td>66.76</td>
<td>79.49 (2240/2818)</td>
<td>57.54 (2240/3893)</td>
<td>0.346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\) http://alp.cs.nyu.edu/evalb/
without-context method is smaller than that of the with-context method using a single parser. Then the with-context method using a parser combination is more effective in reducing Cross brackets. Table 8 shows examples of noun phrases parsed by BERKELEY without context and determined by a combination of BERKELEY and STANFORD with context. The expression surrounded by cross brackets is underlined. The underlined expression crosses the noun phrase of the bolded section. There are no cross brackets in the with-context results. Table 9 shows an example of noun phrases including cross brackets determined by a combination of BERKELEY and STANFORD with context. The bolded noun phrase crossed the underlined brackets. The results of the with-context method had multiple nested brackets, which degraded the All NPs Bracket precision of the with-context method.

We also investigated the structures in noun phrases obtained by the with-context method. There has been a proposal [33] to create a corpus of the structures in noun phrases. Based on this proposal, we manually annotated structures in noun phrases for 100 sentences randomly selected from the originally annotated 500 sentences. We calculated the agreement between the NP structures that were excluded from All NPs to obtain Selected NPs and the manually annotated structures in noun phrases for the 100 sentences. The results are shown in Table 10. From the Bracket precision in Table 10, approximately half of the structures agreed with the manually annotated structures. This indicates that the with-context method can obtain linguistic structures in the NP structures to some extent.

Here, we focus on the difference between the method using parser combinations and others. First, we check the difference between the method using a parser combination and the method using a single parser in the “with-context” category. Shown in Table 7, the Bracket recall rates of the method using a parser combination are higher than the Bracket recall rates of the method using a single parser, and the Cross Brackets are comparable.

Next, we check the difference between the with-context method using a parser combination and the without-context method. Shown in Table 7, the Cross brackets of the with-context method using a parser combination are better (lower) than the Cross brackets of the without-context method, and the Bracket F-measure are comparable.

We think that these advantages produced the improvement in translation quality for the with-context method using a parser combination.

Determining the most appropriate syntactic structure of an input sentence using two parsers’ outputs is not a trivial problem because of ambiguities in the merging of two structures into one appropriate structure. The with-context method (described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4) can merge two NP structures into one by resolving the ambiguity using statistical information. These advantages indicate that the with-context method is useful for using two parsers to determine NP structures in input sentences.

There is an inconsistency between the MST translation quality and the Selected NPs Bracket F-measure. The MST translation quality scored relatively high in Table 4, but the MST Selected NPs Bracket F-measure in Table 7 showed scores that were not relatively high. Dependency structures cannot represent all the NP boundaries of constituency structures. For example, NPs extracted from the dependency structure of “There is a cat on the mat” are “the” mat and “a cat on the mat” as shown in Fig. 4. “A cat” is not extracted as a noun phrase because both “a” and “on” are descendent nodes of “cat.” The lack of ability of dependency structures to represent NP structures degrades the Bracket recall for dependency structures. We think this is the cause of the inconsistency between the MST translation quality and the Selected NPs Bracket F-measure. MST Selected NPs Bracket precision was close to the level of the constituency parsers, meaning
that MST parsing accuracy is close to that of other constituency parsers.

For a fairer comparison between constituency parsers and dependency parsers, we checked the accuracy based on words. The accuracy was calculated as follows:

- **Word precision** = \( \frac{\text{number of words that are in NP structures of both gold NP brackets and parsing results}}{\text{number of words that are in NP structures of parsing results}} \)

- **Word recall** = \( \frac{\text{number of words that are in NP structures of both gold NP brackets and parsing results}}{\text{number of words that are in NP structures of gold NP brackets}} \)

We counted the number of words in NP structures without overlaps. For example, the number of words is 3 for \((w_1 \ w_2 \ w_3)\) where \(w_i\) is a word.

Bracket recall and Word recall are based on different things. Bracket recall evaluates NP structures in an NP structure. Bracket recall is based on brackets. On the other hand, Word recall does not evaluate NP structures in an NP structure but does evaluate the outmost NP structures, which can be handled by both constituency parsers and dependency parsers. Word recall is based on words. Although Word F-measure cannot evaluate NP structures included in other NP structures, it does offer a fairly comparable evaluation for the outmost NP structures.

Table 11 shows the parse accuracy based on words in NP structures. The numbers in parentheses for precision and recall represent the concrete numbers of words. MST’s Word F-measure achieved a level comparable to the constituency parsers. This and low Cross brackets are thought to be the reasons that MST achieved a high translation quality.

Based on the analyses, we saw that parsing results require not only a high F-measure, but also low Cross brackets for patent machine translation.

In addition, we checked translation quality with human annotation. Here, we used the 500 human annotated sentences as the test data. Brackets of noun phrases were converted to zone tags. We compared the results with the “Baseline” which did not use zone tags, the top two parsers BERKELEY and STANFORD using context, and a combination of the two parsers. Table 12 gives these results. “Manual” indicates the results with human annotations. As shown in Table 12, the correctly parsed results produced high translation quality.

5. Conclusion

We empirically compared the effects of seven parsers on patent machine translation. We used a phrase-based statistical machine translation method that used syntax structures in the source language for reordering constraints. We conducted experiments on English to Japanese patent translation using the NTCIR-8 patent translation task dataset. Parsers were found to be effective for patent machine translation reordering constraints. Most of the parsers, not only the probabilistic CFG parsers but also the dependency parsers and the HPSG parser, were effective when a noun phrase reordering constraint was used. When a method that determined noun phrases using the parsing results of context documents parsed by two parsers was applied, the effectiveness increased. The results of this research substantiating how effective each parser is in patent machine translation can be of service to those who need patent machine translation when they are selecting which parser would be appropriate for patent machine translation. Our future work will investigate the effects of parsers
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